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ABSTRACT

BZ junctions, which connect B-DNA to Z-DNA, are
necessary for local transformation of B-DNA to Z-
DNA in the genome. However, the limited informa-
tion on the junction-forming sequences and junc-
tion structures has led to a lack of understanding
of the structural diversity and sequence preferences
of BZ junctions. We determined three crystal struc-
tures of BZ junctions with diverse sequences fol-
lowed by spectroscopic validation of DNA conforma-
tion. The structural features of the BZ junctions were
well conserved regardless of sequences via the con-
tinuous base stacking through B-to-Z DNA with A-T
base extrusion. However, the sequence-dependent
structural heterogeneity of the junctions was also
observed in base step parameters that are correlated
with steric constraints imposed during Z-DNA forma-
tion. Further, circular dichroism and fluorescence-
based analysis of BZ junctions revealed that a base
extrusion was only found at the A-T base pair present
next to a stable dinucleotide Z-DNA unit. Our findings
suggest that Z-DNA formation in the genome is influ-
enced by the sequence preference for BZ junctions.

INTRODUCTION

The DNA inside cells usually forms a B-DNA conforma-
tion. However, when exposed to certain biochemical and
biophysical environments, DNA can adopt a non-B-DNA
conformation, which affects various cellular functions such

as replication, transcription and genome stability (1–3). Z-
DNA, one of the non-B-DNA conformers, adopts a dis-
tinct left-handed conformation with a zig-zag arrangement
of the phosphate backbone (2) as the result of the alterna-
tive stacks of syn and anti conformations of the bases (4).
Therefore, Z-DNA preferentially occurs at the purine and
pyrimidine repeat sequences, as purine bases can adopt a
syn conformation without energy penalty (5). Considering
that there are many CG repeat sequences in the genome, it is
expected that Z-DNA may be present in numerous genome
sites under the appropriate physiological conditions; this
has been proven experimentally (6). It is expected that BZ
junctions with diverse sequences are formed in each side of
the Z-DNA since Z-DNA formation in linear B-DNA is ac-
companied by the formation of a junction between B-DNA
and Z-DNA (i.e. a BZ junction). However, there is limited
information on the BZ junction structure and the junction
forming site, which has prevented a comprehensive under-
standing its role in Z-DNA formation in the genome. There-
fore, it is necessary to study the structural and sequential
diversities of BZ junctions to gain a comprehensive under-
standing of Z-DNA formation along with BZ junctions and
their cellular roles.

Z-DNA has a role in enhancing gene expression by re-
lieving the torsional stress during transcription, as demon-
strated by a bioinformatics validation of the co-localization
of Z-DNA forming regions with CpG islands in transcrip-
tion start sites (6) and by confirming the presence of Z-
DNA in the transcriptionally active chromosome (7). In ad-
dition, Z-DNA formation in the mammalian genome in-
duces large-scale gene deletion through a non-homologous
end joining pathway of DNA repair and genomic instabil-
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ity; therefore, it is considered to be a potential cause of sev-
eral diseases (8). Z-DNA can be stabilized in biological sys-
tems in negatively super-coiled conditions as well as in the
presence of polyamines (9–11) or Z-DNA-binding proteins
(12–15), which specifically recognize phosphate backbones
of Z-DNA in a structure-independent manner (13,15–17).
These results commonly suggest that Z-DNAs and BZ junc-
tions affect genetic and non-genetic functions of the genome
either directly or indirectly.

The previously determined crystal structure of junctions
between B-DNA and Z-DNA revealed the distinct struc-
tural features of BZ junction in which: (i) an A-T base pair
at the junction is broken and extruded out of the base stack-
ing and (ii) B-DNA is connected to Z-DNA with tight base
packing (18). The same structural features of BZ junctions
have been confirmed in solution by observing the extrusion
of the adenine base at the junction site using 2-aminopurine
(2AP), a fluorescent analog of adenine, as a probe for junc-
tion formation (19). Previous studies conducted by gel mi-
gration assays and circular dichroism (CD) suggested that
the diverse sequences can form BZ junctions at high salt
conditions (20,21). However, an outstanding question in
this field is whether the structural features found in the
known BZ structure are also commonly present in BZ junc-
tions in other sequences. Since only one BZ junction struc-
ture is available, we cannot answer this fundamental ques-
tion. A more intriguing issue is determining where BZ junc-
tions can be formed in the genome. Considering that many
predicted Z-DNA forming sequences occur in the genome,
we can easily expect that many Z-DNAs as well as BZ junc-
tions can be formed in the genome. However, it is entirely
unknown if all sequences outside of the predicted Z-DNA
sites can really form BZ junctions.

In this study, we investigated BZ junctions in di-
verse sequences to reveal the structural heterogeneity of
BZ junctions and the sequence preference for BZ junc-
tion formation by determining three crystal structures of
oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) containing BZ junctions
and investigating the base extrusion sites using 2AP modi-
fied ODNs with diverse sequences. We describe the sequen-
tial preference for the formation of BZ junctions and their
structural diversity. Our results help expand our knowledge
of the physiological roles of Z-DNA and BZ junctions in
the genome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Expression and purification of protein

The gene coding for the Z� domain (140–202) of human
ADAR1 (hZ�ADAR1) was subcloned into pET28a+ (No-
vagen Inc., WI, USA) and transformed into BL21 (DE3)
(Novagen Inc., WI, USA). The cells were grown in a Luria-
Bertani medium containing 30 �g/ml kanamycin to an op-
tical density of 0.5–0.6 at 600 nm (OD600) at 37◦C. They
were induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl �-D-1-thiogalactoside
at 37◦C for 4 h. hZ�ADAR1 was purified using methods de-
scribed previously (17). After purification in a His-affinity
column (GE Healthcare, NJ, USA) and removal of the N-
terminal six histidines with thrombin, the protein in buffer
A (20 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.5, and 10 mM NaCl)
was further purified using Resource S (GE Healthcare, NJ,

USA). The purified protein was dialyzed against buffer con-
taining 5 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5) and 10 mM NaCl.
After dialysis, the protein was concentrated to over 1 mM
by ultrafiltration on a Centricon-YM3 device (Millipore,
MA, USA). All the buffer change steps were carried out
using molecular porous membrane tubing (Spectrum Lab-
oratories, Inc., CA, USA). The protein concentration was
measured spectroscopically using an extinction coefficient
of 6990 M−1cm−1 at 280 nm, calculated at www.expasy.org.

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments

The conversion of duplex oligonucleotides (Supplementary
Table S7) from B-DNA to Z-DNA was monitored by mea-
suring the CD spectra using a Jasco J-810 CD spectrome-
ter at 25◦C, with 15 �M double-stranded DNA (dsDNA).
All solutions were prepared in a buffer containing 5 mM
HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5) and 10 mM NaCl. hZ�ADAR1 was
added to dsDNA to final concentrations of 15 �M ([P]/[N]
= 1), 30 �M ([P]/[N] = 2), 60 �M ([P]/[N] = 4), 90 �M
([P]/[N] = 6), 120 �M ([P]/[N] = 8) and 180 �M ([P]/[N] =
12). [P] and [N] stand for protein concentration and DNA
concentration, respectively. The mixtures were equilibrated
for 1 h prior to the measurement. Spectra were recorded
between 230 nm and 320 nm at 1 nm intervals averaged
over 2 s. The maximum volume of the protein added to the
sample did not exceed 5% of the total volume. The conver-
sion of duplex oligonucleotides from B-DNA to Z-DNA
in NaClO4 was monitored by using the CD spectra as de-
scribed above. Duplex oligonucleotides (15 �M) (Cosmo-
genetech, Seoul, South Korea) were dissolved in 100, 500,
750 mM, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 9 M of a NaClO4 solution, fol-
lowed by annealing after boiling at 97◦C. Duplex oligonu-
cleotides were cooled down overnight prior to the experi-
ment. hZ�ADAR1 was used for the conversion experiment of
Z-E1 and Z-low energy penalty (LEP) at the same molar ra-
tio described above. Each type of dsDNA (15 �M) was used
for the experiment, and all CD experiments were conducted
at 25◦C.

Structure determination

The structures of hZ�ADAR1 in a complex with BZ junc-
tion sequences were determined by the molecular replace-
ment method. Initial solutions were obtained by MOLREP
(22) using the crystal structure of the BZ junction (PDB
code: 2ACJ) (18) as a search model. Rigid body refinement
of the initial solution was performed using REFMAC (23).
The interactive model was built using COOT (24). Statis-
tics for the final refinements are provided in Supplementary
Table S2. The quality of the structure was checked using
MolProbity (25). All structural figures were generated us-
ing PYMOL (26). A Ramachandran plot analysis of the
BZ34/hZ�ADAR1 complex structure showed 95.0, 5.0 and
0.0% of residues in favored regions, allowed regions and
outlier regions, respectively. A Ramachandran plot analysis
of the BZ56/hZ�ADAR1 complex structure showed 98.3, 1.7
and 0.0% of residues in favored regions, allowed regions and
outlier regions, respectively. A Ramachandran plot analysis
of the BZ78/hZ�ADAR1 complex structure showed 98.7, 1.3
and 0.0% of residues in favored regions, allowed regions and
outlier regions, respectively.
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Steady-state fluorescence

Fluorescence measurements were carried out at 25◦C us-
ing a 3 mm Quartz Fluorometer Cell Microsquare (Starna
Cells, Inc., Atascadero, CA, USA). Titrations of duplex
oligonucleotides (Supplementary Table S7) in a buffer con-
taining 5 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5) and 10 mM NaCl at
each concentration of hZ�ADAR1 were performed to reach
equilibrium as monitored by the CD spectra, in which the
wavelength was fixed at 255 and 280 nm. Fluorescence in-
tensities of 7.5 �M dsDNA were measured with increasing
hZ�ADAR1 concentrations. Duplex oligonucleotides were
excited at 320 nm, and emission data were collected between
335 and 500 nm. Fluorescence emission spectra were cor-
rected by subtracting the control spectra containing only
buffer because the 2AP fluorescence is highly affected by the
position relative to adenines in the oligonucleotide (27). The
formation of BZ junctions with 2′-O-methyl guanine and
2AP-labeled LEP and E1 at each concentration of NaClO4
was monitored with CD at wavelengths from 230 to 320 nm
at 25◦C. The same NaClO4 concentration steps in CD were
used in the fluorescence experiment. Both types of labeled
DNA were excited at 320 nm, and emission data were col-
lected from 350 to 600 nm for 2′-O-methyl guanine and 335
to 500 nm for 2AP at 25◦C. All experiments were conducted
with 15 �M labeled dsDNA under ambient conditions.

RESULTS

The common structural features in BZ junctions

We designed four double-stranded ODNs (BZ12, BZ34,
BZ56 and BZ78; Table 1) with different DNA sequences at
the BZ-1 to BZ0 positions as compared to the sequences
of 2ACJ. The detailed design strategy is provided in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section in supplementary infor-
mation. To investigate the structural features of BZ junc-
tions with different sequences, we crystallized the junction
forming sequences in the presence of hZ�ADAR1, a Z-DNA-
binding domain of human ADAR1, which is necessary for
the stabilization of the Z-DNA side of the BZ junctions. Ac-
cordingly, crystal structures of BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 were
determined in a complex with hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 1; Sup-
plementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Table S1). Con-
sistent with the crystal structure of 2ACJ, CG-rich regions
(BZ-8 to BZ-1 positions) in the three structures adopted the
Z-DNA conformation by binding to four Z�ADAR1. BZ+1
to BZ+6 positions with an AT repeat sequence remained as
B-form DNA without protein contact (Figure 1C and Sup-
plementary Figure S2). A structural comparison between
2ACJ and the current three BZ junctions revealed that the
DNA in 2ACJ had root mean square deviations of 0.70,
0.36 and 0.45 Å, with DNAs in BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 for
522 atoms, respectively (Figure 1B). These results suggest
that the overall structural features observed in 2ACJ are
well conserved in the three BZ junctions regardless of the
sequence differences.

The energies required for forming an anti–syn conforma-
tion are known to be 2.4, 1.3 and 0.7 kcal/mol for CC, CA
and CG dinucleotides, respectively (28), as the syn confor-
mation of pyrimidine is less favorable than that of purine
(29). Accordingly, the CG dinucleotide at BZ-2/-1 positions

of BZ56 adopted an anti–syn stacking and Z-DNA con-
formation (Supplementary Figure S3). However, the CC
dinucleotide at the BZ-2/-1 positions of 2ACJ and BZ34,
and the CA dinucleotide at the same position of BZ78 also
formed Z-DNA with an anti–syn conformation (Supple-
mentary Figure S3). A-T base pairs at the BZ0 position in
BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 were extruded from the base stack-
ing in a manner similar to that of 2ACJ. BZ34 consisted
of the same sequence composition as 2ACJ (except the se-
quence at the BZ0 position), and it adopted extruded bases
at the junction site with orientations and positions similar
to those of 2ACJ (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S3).

When the base step parameters of BZ junctions (Supple-
mentary Table S2) were compared with those of typical B-
and Z-DNA (Supplementary Table S4), the Z-DNA part
(BZ-8 to BZ-3) and the B-DNA part (BZ+3 to BZ+6) of
BZ junctions were similar to those of the typical Z- and
B-DNAs, except for the rise distances in the B-DNA part
(Supplementary Figures S4a and S5) as judged by P-values
that represent the statistical significance of the similarity.
However, the base step parameters near the BZ junction
(BZ-2 to BZ+2) of the BZ junction structures were very
different from those of typical B- or Z-DNAs (Supplemen-
tary Figures S4a and S5). Large differences near the BZ
junction were found in twist, tilt, rise and shift parameters
when statistical significance was considered (Supplemen-
tary structural analysis; Supplementary Figure S5 and Sup-
plementary Table S5). Similarly, when the average base pair
parameters (Supplementary Table S3) of the BZ junction
were compared to those of B- and Z-DNAs (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4b) with statistical analyses (Supplementary
Tables S4 and S5), the near-BZ junction showed a signifi-
cant difference from the typical B- and Z-DNAs in terms of
buckle, propeller and stagger parameters (Supplementary
structural analysis; Supplementary Figure S6), while differ-
ences in the B- and Z-DNA parts were observed in propeller
and stagger parameters, respectively.

Collectively, we propose that BZ junction structures share
common structural features with base extrusion of adenine
and thymine, and these are independent of their sequence
in the dsDNA and are very different from typical B- and
Z-DNAs.

Structural heterogeneity of BZ junctions

While the overall structural features were well conserved
in four BZ junction structures, local structural heterogene-
ity of BZ junctions was observed. To investigate the struc-
tural differences between the four BZ junctions, the base
step parameters of four crystal structures of BZ junctions
were plotted along each base step (Supplementary Figure
S7a), and their standard error of mean (SEM) was calcu-
lated (Supplementary Table S6). The statistical significance
of structural heterogeneity was judged by the outlier test
at each step (Supplementary Figure S8a). This analysis re-
vealed that SEM outliers of tilt, roll and rise parameters
were present near the BZ junction (see the Supplementary
structural analysis). When the base pair parameters of four
BZ junction structures were compared, structural hetero-
geneities near the BZ junction were also detected in open-
ing, shear, stretch and stagger parameters (Supplementary
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Figure 1. Overall structures of BZ junctions. (A) Schematic diagram of DNA composition of BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78. The BZ junction positions are red
and extruded from the stacking. The sugar backbones with syn conformations are colored in blue in the Z-DNA part. Base and step IDs are listed on the
left side. (B) Structural comparison between the previously reported BZ junction structure (PDB code: 2ACJ) and three crystal structures of BZ junctions
in this study. The structures of DNA are represented by ball and stick models. The structures of 2ACJ, BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 are colored in pink, light blue,
yellow and green, respectively. (C) The crystal structures of BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78. The hZ�ADAR1 domains of BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 are colored in light
blue, yellow and green, respectively. The DNA molecules of BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 are represented by ball and stick models. The phosphate backbones of
DNA are colored in red. The Z-DNA, BZ junction and B-DNA parts are labeled as Z-DNA, BZ0 and B-DNA using arrowed lines, respectively.

Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequence for X-ray crystallography

Abbreviation Sequence Objective

2ACJ 5′-GT CGCGCGCCATAAACC-3′ BZ junction sequence used in previous study
3′- GCGCGCGGTATTTGG CA-5′

BZ12 5′-GT CGCGCGCCGTAAACC-3′ Changed BZ0 position from A-T to G-C
3′- GCGCGCGGCATTTGG CA-5′

BZ34 5′-GT CGCGCGCCTTAAACC-3′ Changed BZ0 position from A-T to T-A
3′- GCGCGCGGAATTTGG CA-5′

BZ56 5′-GT CGCGCGCGATAAACC-3′ Changed BZ-1 position from C:G to G:C (changed CC steps to CG step
3′- GCGCGCGCTATTTGG CA-5′ at BZ-2/BZ-1)

BZ78 5′-GT CGCGCGCAATAAACC-3′ Changed BZ-1 position from C:G to A:T (change CC steps to CA step
3′- GCGCGCGTTATTTGG CA-5′ at BZ-2/BZ-1)
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Figure S7b, Supplementary structural analysis, Supplemen-
tary Table S6 and Supplementary Figure S8b).

The significant structural heterogeneity in terms of tilt
angle and rise distance was found at BZ-1, where sequence
differences between BZ junction structures (Table 1) were
present. The rise step parameters at the BZ-2/-1 step (step
ID 7) from 2ACJ and BZ34, composed of the CC/GG step
showed a larger difference (4.6 and 4.3 Å, respectively) than
those of BZ56 and BZ78 with CG/GC and CA/GT, respec-
tively (Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S7a). In addi-
tion, tilt angles of 2ACJ and BZ34 were larger than those in
other BZ junctions (Figure 2B). This sequence-dependent
structural change was also observed in the roll angle at step
7 (Supplementary Figure S7a). Therefore, we anticipated
that a large structural change at the BZ-1 position is cor-
related with the sequence. An upward shift in the cytosine
base was observed at the BZ-1 positions in the crystal struc-
tures of 2ACJ and BZ34 (Figure 2A and Supplementary
Figure S3). Consequently, step rise distance, roll and tilt an-
gles also highly deviated from the values in typical B-DNA,
Z-DNA or BZ56. This high structural alteration at 2ACJ
and BZ34 can be interpreted by the steric constraints im-
posed by pyrimidine in the syn conformation at BZ-1 as dis-
cussed in a previous study (30). Structural deviations were
less significant in BZ56 and BZ78 due to the presence of
purine base at the BZ-1 position. However, this interpreta-
tion could not be applied to all parameter changes. For ex-
ample, structural changes in opening, shift and stretch were
also observed in BZ56 near the BZ junction although the
energy penalty during Z-DNA formation is less in BZ56.
Therefore, we also proposed that an intrinsic structural het-
erogeneity is present near the junction in a sequence inde-
pendent manner. In addition to structural heterogeneities
near the BZ junction, they were also found in the B-DNA
side, as indicated by the presence of outliers at the B-DNA
base ID in roll, shift and stretch parameters (Supplementary
Figure S8). Consistent with this observation, the flexibility
of the B-DNA in the BZ junction forming sequences has
also been reported (31).

Base extrusion sites

Among the four ODNs used for structural study, BZ12
did not crystallize, regardless of extensive crystallization at-
tempts. We assumed that BZ12 could not form a stable BZ
junction with the base extrusion at BZ0. To test this possi-
bility, we designed various ODNs with a modified base 2AP,
which were previously used for detecting extruding bases at
the junction (19) (Supplementary Table S7). We then mon-
itored the base extrusion as indicated by the fluorescence
change (�F) upon hZ�ADAR1-induced Z-DNA formation.
In addition, Z-DNA formation was monitored by CD spec-
tra at the same conditions. 2ACJ* (BZ0) and 2ACJ* (BZ+1)
that have 2AP at the BZ0 and BZ+1 positions, respectively,
were introduced as control ODNs. The large and negligible
fluorescence changes of 2ACJ*(BZ0) and 2ACJ*(BZ+1) at
380 nm, respectively, indicated that base at BZ0 can flip out,
but the base at BZ+1 cannot (Figure 3B; Supplementary
Figure S9a and b). 2ACJ* showed representative ellipticity
change during the B-to-Z transition (i.e. a positive elliptic-
ity change at 255 and a negative ellipticity change at 292

nm) (Figure 3D), indicating that the B-DNA conformation
of CG repeats (BZ-8 to BZ-1) in 2ACJ* was converted to
Z-DNA. However, in the case of BZ12-E1, �F from 2AP at
both BZ+1 and BZ+2 increased in proportion to the con-
centration of hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 3C; Supplementary Fig-
ure S9c and d), suggesting that both bases are partially ex-
posed to the solvent. The insignificant ellipticity change at
255 and 292 nm in the CD spectra of BZ12-E1 at various
protein/DNA ratios suggests that a typical B-to-Z transi-
tion did not occur in BZ12-E1 under Z-DNA-inducing con-
ditions (Figure 3E).

Further fluorescence and CD studies of BZ12-E2 (which
has an extra CC step at the BZ0 site) revealed that BZ12-
E1 and BZ12-E2 have very similar spectral features (Figure
4B–D; Supplementary Figure S10a and b). Since BZ12-E2
has much less chance of forming Z-DNA due to the large
energy penalty during Z-DNA formation, neither BZ12-E1
nor BZ12-E2 were expected to form a typical BZ junction
with the B- and Z-DNA on each side. However, the fluores-
cence and CD spectra of BZ12-LEP (which has G instead of
C at the BZ-1 position) were very similar to those of 2ACJ*
(Figure 4C; Supplementary Figure S10c and d), revealing
that BZ12-LEP had a BZ junction with base extrusion at
BZ+2.

Considering that a flipped base and continuous base
stacking are structural features of a typical BZ junction,
we concluded that the A-T base pair present next to the
Z-DNA dinucleotide unit with anti–syn conformation was
broken and extruded in the BZ junction, allowing continu-
ous base packing between Z-DNA and B-DNA. However,
the G-C base pair could not be used as a junction site, even
though it was next to the anti–syn Z-DNA dinucleotide pair.
A theoretical study has suggested that the negative peak at
292 nm in the Z-DNA conformer was related to the strong
stacking interaction of CG steps, while a peak increase at
∼270 nm indicates loose base stacking (32). Therefore, the
increased positive peak at ∼270 nm and decreased negative
peak at 292 nm detected in BZ12-E1 and BZ12-E2 upon
hZ�ADAR1 (Figures 3E and 4D) represented loose stacking
and breakage of base pairs instead of the tight base stack-
ing observed in the BZ junction structure. Therefore, the
current results suggest that BZ12 cannot form a typical BZ
junction structure. However, we cannot rule out the pres-
ence of other types of BZ junctions in BZ12, such as the
melted junction, which is similar to the known Z–Z junc-
tion (33).

The next question was whether BZ junction formation is
necessary for Z-DNA formation in ODNs that contain both
Z- and B-DNA forming sequences. To answer this ques-
tion, we synthesized ODNs containing only the Z-DNA
side of BZ12-E1 or BZ12-LEP (Z-E1 and Z-LEP, respec-
tively; Supplementary Table S7) and confirmed that both
Z-E1 and Z-LEP formed Z-DNA (Supplementary Figure
S11). Therefore, the Z-DNA part of BZ12-E1 can form Z-
DNA when present in Z-E1. But, it cannot form Z-DNA
when present in BZ12-E1 (Figure 3E). These results demon-
strated that the formation of the BZ junction structure is
required for the B-to-Z transition of the Z-DNA side in
ODNs that have a heterologous phase composed of B-DNA
and Z-DNA.
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Figure 2. Structural heterogeneity near the BZ junction. (A) The phosphate backbone, sugar and bases near the BZ junction of 2ACJ, BZ34, BZ56 and
BZ78 are represented by ball-and-stick models. 2ACJ, BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 are shown in magenta, blue, yellow and green colors, respectively, and are
labeled. The base positions near the BZ junction are labeled as BZ-2, BZ-1, BZ0, BZ+1 and BZ+2. The bases at each position are labeled by position
number. The rise base step parameters are shown in Å scale. (B) The side views of BZ-2/BZ-1 (Step ID 7), BZ-1/BZ+1 (Step ID 8) and BZ+1/BZ+2 (Step
ID 9) of 2ACJ, BZ34, BZ56 and BZ78 are represented by stick models. BZ-2, BZ-1, BZ+1 and BZ+2 are colored red, light orange, light blue and dark
blue, respectively. The tilt angles at each step are represented by black solid lines and are labeled.

To further validate the hypothesis that CG flipping could
not occur at the BZ junction site, we synthesized BZ12-
E1 and BZ12-LEP with a modified guanine base (2′-O-
methyl guanine) at the BZ0 position, BZ12-E1 (BZ0) and
BZ12-LEP (BZ0) (Supplementary Table S7), respectively,
and we investigated the CD and fluorescence changes un-
der Z-DNA-inducing conditions (Supplementary Figure
S12) (34,35,36). Since the fluorescence of 2′-O-methyl gua-
nine can be affected by protein, Z-DNA formation of both

BZ12-E1 (BZ0) and BZ12-LEP (BZ0) was induced by salt
(9 M NaClO4). The CD spectra of both BZ12-E1 (BZ0)
and BZ12-LEP (BZ0) showed an increase in ellipticity at
255 nm under high salt conditions, but a negative peak at
292 nm was only observed in BZ12-LEP (BZ0), indicat-
ing the formation of a typical Z-DNA only in BZ12-LEP
(BZ0) at high salt conditions (Supplementary Figure S12a
and b). To validate the applicability of the salt-induced Z-
DNA formation method in the current studies, Z-DNA for-
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Figure 3. BZ junction formation and B-to-Z transition of 2ACJ* and BZ12-E1. (A) Schematic drawing of 2AP-modified 2ACJ* and BZ12-E1 ODNs.
2AP at BZ0 and BZ+1 positions of 2ACJ* are represented by red and blue colored boxes, respectively. 2AP at BZ+1 and BZ+2 positions of BZ12-E1 are
colored in orange and red, respectively. The BZ junction position of the 2ACJ structure is represented by BZ0. (B) Fluorescence intensity changes (�F) at
380 nm of 2AP-labeled 2ACJ* (BZ0) and 2ACJ* (BZ+1) are indicated by open and closed black circles, respectively, and the regressions are represented
by red and gray solid lines, respectively. (C) The fluorescent intensity changes (�F) at 380 nm of 2AP-labeled BZ12-E1 (BZ+1) and BZ12-E1 (BZ+2) are
represented by closed and open circles, respectively. Regressions are represented by orange and red solid lines, respectively. The ratios between protein and
DNA ([P]/[N] ratio) were 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8, where [P]/[N] stands for the molar ratio of the protein (hZ�ADAR1) over DNA. (D) CD spectra of the 2ACJ*
sequence in the presence of various amounts of the hZ�ADAR1 were monitored. The ratios between protein and DNA ([P]/[N] ratio) were 0, 1, 2, 4, 6
and 8. (E) CD spectra of BZ12-E1 sequence by adding hZ�ADAR1 at [P]/[N] ratios from 0 to 12. The spectral bands, which indicate Z-DNA features, are
represented by a blue triangle (255 and 292 nm). The spectrum band showing the most significant changes at 270 nm is represented as a red triangle.
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Figure 4. BZ junction formation and B-to-Z transition of BZ12-E2 and BZ12-LEP. (A) Schematic drawing of 2AP-modified BZ-E2 and BZ12-LEP ODNs.
2AP at BZ+3 and BZ+4 positions of BZ12-E2 are colored in orange and red, respectively. The 2AP-substituted adenines at BZ+1 and BZ+2 positions
of BZ12-LEP are represented by blue and red colored boxes, respectively. (B) The fluorescent intensity changes (�F) at 380 nm of 2AP-labeled BZ12-E2
(BZ+3) and BZ12-E2 (BZ+4) are represented by closed and open circles, respectively, and the regressions are represented by orange and red solid lines,
respectively. (C) Fluorescence intensity changes (�F) at 380 nm of 2AP-labeled BZ12-LEP (BZ+1) and BZ12-LEP (BZ+2) are indicated by closed black
and open circles, respectively, and the regressions are shown by gray and red solid lines, respectively. The ratios between protein and DNA ([P]/[N] ratio)
were 0, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8, where [P]/[N] stands for the molar ratio of protein (hZ�ADAR1) over DNA. (D) CD spectra of BZ12-E2 upon adding hZ�ADAR1
at a [P]/[N] ratio from 0 to 8. The spectra bands, which indicate Z-DNA features, are represented by a blue triangle (255 and 292 nm). The spectrum band
showing the most significant changes at 270 nm is represented by a red triangle. (E) CD spectra of BZ12-LEP ODN upon adding hZ�ADAR1 for [P]/[N]
ratios of 0–8.
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mation of the junction-forming ODNs was also examined
in the presence of NaClO4 in the same way as the protein-
induced Z-DNA formation was examined (Supplementary
Figure S13). From these experiments, it was confirmed that
the sequence-dependency of Z-DNA formation was consis-
tently observed in both cases, suggesting that both methods
can be used for the study of Z-DNA and junction forma-
tion.

The modified guanine showed a fluorescence change
when exposed to the solvent (34,35,36), as confirmed by
the enhanced fluorescence signal from the single-stranded
BZ12-E1 (BZ0) and BZ12-LEP (BZ0) (Supplementary Fig-
ure S12). No significant fluorescence change was observed
in BZ12-E1 (BZ0) and BZ12-LEP (BZ0) (Supplementary
Figure S12c and d) under Z-DNA-inducing conditions.
This result suggests that 2′-O-methyl guanine at the BZ0
position was not exposed to the solvent. However, when
the transition was tested using the BZ12-E1 (BZ+2) and
BZ12-LEP (BZ+2) containing 2AP at the BZ+2 position
under the same salt conditions, a 2AP fluorescence signal
and CD transition were only detected in BZ12-LEP (BZ+2)
(Supplementary Figure S14). To collaborate this analysis,
we calculated the midpoint NaClO4 concentration in the B-
to-Z transition of the junction forming ODNs using the CD
spectra (Supplementary Figure S13) in the same way as used
in the previous study (37). Consistent to our analysis, BZ12-
E1 retained to be B-DNA at high salt concentration, since
midpoint was not determined as there was no change in the
ellipticity at 255 nm, while BZ12-LEP flipped to Z-DNA
with a midpoint at 5.02 M NaClO4 (Supplementary Table
S8). Furthermore, such midpoint analyses also revealed that
BZ12, which does not form the BZ junction, had a higher
midpoint salt concentration while the midpoints concentra-
tions of BZ56 and BZ78 were relatively lower. This suggests
that midpoint concentration of the B-to-Z transition has the
correlation with the junction formation.

Taking these results together, we concluded that base flip-
ping occurred not at BZ0 but at BZ+2 in the case of BZ12-
LEP, and no base flipping was observed in the case of BZ12-
E1. The current results also suggest a way to predict a se-
quence that forms BZ junction. When one pair of energeti-
cally unfavorable dinucleotide repeat units for adopting Z-
DNA is present prior to the junction site, a junction can be
formed (for example, CC in the case of 2ACJ and BZ34,
and CA in the case of BZ78), but no BZ junction is formed
when two pairs are present (for example, CCGT in the case
of BZ12). However, this principle is likely to vary depending
on the length of the Z-DNA or B-DNA, which affects the
overall stability of the BZ junction. Furthermore, in terms
of the BZ junction structure, the presence of an energeti-
cally unfavorable dinucleotide repeat prior to the junction
site is likely to cause the largest structural changes in the
BZ junction structure.

DISCUSSION

Structural analyses of the three BZ junctions in this study
and a previously known BZ junction revealed that BZ junc-
tion structures adopted common structural features found
in the previously known BZ junction structure indepen-
dent of the sequence. These features are base extrusion and

continuous base stacking through B-to-Z-DNA. Our struc-
tural comparison of four BZ junction structures to the typ-
ical B- and Z-DNAs showed that many DNA steps and
pair parameters highly deviated from the typical B- and Z-
DNAs near the BZ junction (BZ-2 to BZ+2). Moreover,
we also found that base extrusion at the junction site af-
fects the structural changes in B- and Z-DNA sides as well.
A structural comparison of BZ junction structures also re-
vealed the presence of a sequence-dependent structural het-
erogeneity near the BZ junction since the non-CG repeat
sequence in the Z-DNA side of the BZ junction resulted
in larger structural alternations. Although a previous study
has suggested that BZ junctions could be formed in any se-
quence with the same probability (38), we found that BZ
junctions with base flipping occurred not at a G-C pair
but at an A-T base pair. In addition, we also provided
clues to understand sequence preference for junction for-
mation, and we demonstrated that BZ junction formation
is required for Z-DNA formation. In other words, ODNs
containing Z- and B-DNA-forming sequences cannot be in-
duced to Z-DNA when a BZ junction is not formed.

Increasing experimental evidence proves Z-DNA forma-
tion in the genome. Therefore, identification of the Z-DNA-
forming sites and the mechanism of Z-DNA formation is
necessary for a comprehensive understanding of many Z-
DNA driven genetic events in the genome. So far, Z-DNA
forming sequences have been predicted or identified based
on the energy preference or a pattern of sequences (6,39).
However, our results strongly suggest that the BZ junction
formation ability should be considered during the predic-
tion of Z-DNA-forming sites, since our results demonstrate
that Z-DNA cannot be induced when a BZ junction is not
formed. In summary, we provide a more generalized con-
cept of where BZ junctions and Z-DNA are present in the
genome. In addition, we elucidated common structural fea-
tures of BZ junctions as well as the sequence-dependent
structural heterogeneities of BZ junctions. Therefore, our
study is a milestone in the understanding of Z-DNA in the
genome.
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